CONSERVE

GOVERNMENT MUST ACT NOW!

Introduction

South Lantau coast consists of natural habitats that support a variety of wildlife including
those of conservation interest such as Chinese horseshoe crab (Tachypleus tridentatus) and
the Hong Kong’s endemic Romar’s tree frog (Liuixalus romeri ). Natural vegetation runs in
a relatively unbroken line from these ridges to the sea’s rocky reefs in many places along the
coast. Besides, South Lantau is a favourite spot for residents and visitors to enjoy hiking, clam
digging and other recreational activities.
However, undesirable development and eco-vandalism have imposed risk on the biodiversity
of South Lantau watersheds and compromised the scenic landscape and recreational
opportunities of the area (Fig. 1). Since ecological impacts on the coastal ecosystems can also
affect the connected nearshore waters of South Lantau, we advocate that the government
should adopt a “Ridge to Rocky Reef” watershed approach and holistically conserve the
precious ecology of South Lantau and preserve the ecological connectivity of these watersheds
to the South Lantau waters. The conservation of South Lantau has already been mandated in
the government’s overarching principle – i.e. “Development in the North, Conservation for
the South” of the Sustainable Lantau Blueprint promulgated in 2017.

Figure 1. A typical case of land filling by construction waste on a marshland near a village in South Lantau. Photo taken at Tong Fuk in March 2020.
(Photo Credit: Andrew Chan / WWF-Hong Kong)
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Watershed
Analysis

In order to prioritise watershed habitats for conservation, WWF conducted a watershed
analysis to identify keystone habitats and investigate the statutory protection status and
development threats in South Lantau watersheds. The study area extends westward from
Shap Long to Pui O, Cheung Sha, Tong Fuk and Shui Hau (Fig. 2). Since there is no publicly
available comprehensive ecological data for the study area, only habitat data from open
sources was used in our analysis.

Our results show that the South Lantau watersheds remain largely intact (only 4% of the study area has been developed) with keystone
habitats such as freshwater marshes and coastal vegetation located in the lowland of South Lantau coast. The upper and middle parts of the
watersheds are primarily protected by country park, except for the private lands where tree removal and site formation works are not illegal
as revealed by a case happened near Chi Ma Wan Road in the study area. Despite habitat loss, exposed soil, when being washed into streams,
can also affect the aquatic life in the streams and the nearshore South Lantau waters.
For the keystone habitats such as freshwater marshes and coastal vegetation in the lowland of South Lantau coast, they are outside the country
parks, but are included in the South Lantau Coast Outline Zoning Plan (OZP). However, the Town Planning Ordinance (TPO), which offers
statutory protection to zoning plans through enforcement against undesirable development, does not apply to areas covered by OZPs only.
Instead, the enforcement power of TPO only applies to areas
that have been covered by Development Permission Area
(DPA) plans which were first introduced to TPO in 1991.
Since the South Lantau Coast OZP was designated in 1980,
this area was not covered by any DPA Plan. As a result, the
Planning Department currently has no power to enforce
against undesirable development in South Lantau, even
within conservation-related zones, i.e., “Green Belt” and
“Coastal Protection Area.” Thus, these keystone coastal
habitats are unprotected and are vulnerable to eco-vandalism. Our analysis indicates that eco-vandalism primarily
occurred in the conservation-related zones covered by OZP
with no planning control (Fig. 3). We estimated that about
6% of the study area’s marshland has been filled over the
past 10 years.

Figure 2. The study area extends westward from Shap Long to Shui Hau
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Figure 3. Map of eco-vandalism cases known to be reported by WWF-Hong Kong and other ENGOs
and the associated land use zones (2011 – September 2020)
Information source: Save Lantau Alliance and the Conservancy Association
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Based on our analysis, we considered that non-developed private lands within conservationrelated zones, i.e., “Green Belt” and “Coastal Protection Area” zones, are risk areas for habitat
loss to undesirable development since these areas lack statutory protection now (Fig. 4).
We are particularly concerned about the areas near Pui O, Shui Hau, Tong Fuk, and Shap
Long, where ecologically important wetland habitats, including marshes and mangroves, are
located.
The risk areas also cover lowland areas that
are usually close to existing vehicular access
points. Such condition makes the zones
particularly vulnerable to being filled and
converted to undesirable development. While
TPO amendment is urgently needed to deter
undesirable development, development
proposals within these risk areas should also
be directed into less ecologically sensitive and
important areas.

Figure 4. Risk for habitat loss to undesirable development in
the study area (shaded in red color)
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WWF’s
recommendations
on conserving
South Lantau
watersheds

The Hong Kong government urgently needs to adopt a “Ridge to Rocky Reef” approach for
a holistic conservation of: a) the keystone habitats in South Lantau watersheds; b) landscape
resources for sustainable recreation; and, c) the ecological connectivity from the ridges down
to the nearshore South Lantau waters.
The Hong Kong Government has identified South Lantau for recreation-related development
in South Lantau under the “Development in the North, Conservation for the South” paradigm.
If the coastal areas in South Lantau continue to be degraded by undesirable development,
including those in the “Green Belt” and “Coastal Protection Area” zones, this vision for South
Lantau may not be realized.
Thus, WWF urges the government to act on the following seven recommendations:
1. Amend the Town Planning Ordinance (Cap. 131) and the Waste Disposal Ordinance
(Cap. 354) to protect important habitats outside Lantau South Country Park with effective
enforcement so “Ridge to Rocky Reef” ecological connectivity is maintained

4. Strictly maintain current traffic restrictions on South Lantau
5. Preserve mangroves to maintain biodiversity, enhance climate change resilience, and
protect coastlines and coastal communities
6. Restore environmental flows and ecological connectivity in streams for ecosystem health
by partially releasing diverted stream water back to streams and removing / re-designing
in-stream physical barriers
7. Conduct ecologically friendly river engineering work
WWF will advocate for the holistic landscape conservation in South Lantau with the above
recommendations through the public consultation of the 2022 Policy Address. As these
recommendations also require efforts from various government departments, (e.g., the partial
release of water back to streams needs endorsement from Water Services Department), we
will lobby relevant government departments for support of these recommendations.

2. Prior approval for tree removal and site formation works on private lands in country park
is necessary to protect upper and middle watershed habitats
3. Promote collaborative management of privately-owned freshwater marshes among
landowners, conservation organizations and government agencies, using water buffalo as a
management tool
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Conclusion
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The largely intact South Lantau coast not only provides habitats that support rich biodiversity
but also offers recreational opportunities for the citizens and visitors to escape from their
busy lives in the city. However, the precious nature of South Lantau is at risk due to existing
legislation loopholes. Lack of statutory protection led to the proliferation of undesirable
development that destroyed wetlands, coastal woodlands and other keystone habitats in the
area. This watershed analysis supported our argument that a holistic landscape conservation
approach is essential for the long-term conservation of the keystone habitats of South Lantau
watersheds and preserving the “Ridge to Rocky Reef” ecological connectivity between these
watersheds and the nearshore South Lantau waters. The government must act now to
safeguard South Lantau with effective statutory protection to realize the “Conservation for the
South” principle set under the Sustainable Lantau Blueprint.

To access the full
Watershed Analysis report,
please scan here
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